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Summary

In order to consider cracking localization in the finite element analysis, it is more suitable to
have an energy expression written in terms of discrete irreversible variables, which will allow
differentiation of the energy expression with respect to those irreversible variables. This implies
that the discrete crack approach should be more appropriate to this kind of analysis than the

smeared crack approach. However, the discrete crack approach in the finite element analysis may
not be the best solution for problems with many cracks, which are unavoidable for the analysis of
cracking localization. To avoid the drawbacks in both approaches, a special treatment on the

smeared crack finite element analysis to allow the consideration of cracking localization is

proposed. In the method, a discrete irreversible variable related to crack strain is introduced, and

cracking localization is investigated, based on this discrete irreversible variable.

1. Introduction

It is commonly known that cracking localization prior to the failure plays a very important role
in the fracture behavior of quasi-brittle materials such as concrete. In order to capture the

ultimate capacity of such materials in structures, it is necessary to consider not only formation
and propagation of cracks but also localization of them. In the analysis of cracking localization,
consideration of stability and bifurcation of equilibrium states is one of the tasks that have to be

done. To this end, the stationary condition of the energy of the system can be examined. This

requires expression of the energy in terms of discrete irreversible variables Having the energy
written as a function of discrete irreversible variables allows differentiation of the energy
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expression with respect to these irreversible variables, which is necessary for the consideration
of the stability condition. This fact implies that the discrete crack approach in the finite element
method may be more suitable for the cracking localization analysis than the smeared crack
approach. In the discrete crack approach, the irreversible variables that have to be considered are
the crack opening displacements. These crack opening displacement variables are usually
discretized along crack paths and treated as the degrees of freedom in the analysis. Therefore, the

energy of the system can be expressed in terms of these degrees of freedom. Computing the first
and second variations of the energy with respect to the crack opening displacement degrees of
freedom can be done easily. On the contrary, if the smeared crack approach is employed, the

energy of the system will be expressed in terms of irreversible crack strain components. These
crack strain components are functions of position. To compute the first and second variations of
the energy with respect to these crack strain functions, complex mathematics involving the
calculus ofvariations must be employed.

Nevertheless, the discrete crack approach may not perform best when there are many cracks. In
the cracking localization analysis, there will be many cracks in the domain. Having many cracks
in the domain leads to more degrees of freedom, and the mesh topology of the problems may
have to be changed drastically. Moreover, the singularity problem of the system stiffness
equation may also appear. These problems can be mostly avoided if the smeared crack approach
is employed. In the smeared crack model, no increase in the degrees of freedom or change in the
mesh topology is required. Although the smeared crack model may also face the singularity
problem of the system in case of softening materials, the problem is less serious than that of the
discrete crack model.

In this study, a special consideration on the smeared crack finite element analysis is proposed.
The proposed consideration will make it possible to consider cracking localization even when the
smeared crack model is used. In the proposed method, a discrete irreversible variable related to
the crack strain is introduced in the smeared crack model. This discrete variable will allow the
consideration of stability and bifurcation of the equilibrated solution to be done easily by
considering the variations of the energy with respect to the proposed discrete variable.

2. Smeared Crack Finite Element Analysis for Cracking Localization

The fundamental scheme of the smeared crack model is the decomposition of the total strain
increment As into an elastic strain increment Ase and a crack strain increment Azcr, i.e.,

Ae Aee+AeCT.

Therefore, the total energy increment can be written as

AU AUm + AUd

—J A£TeDeA£edV - J AurAta?S -JAaT ASdV + -jAe^,D„.Ae„.rfF

(1)

(2)

where AUm and AUd represent the mechanical potential energy increment and the dissipated
energy increment, respectively [1, 2], Here, At and Af denote the surface traction increment
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vector and the body force increment vector, respectively. In addition, De denotes the elastic

constitutive matrix for the uncracked solid, i.e.,

a DeAee, (3)

and Dct is a matrix defined as

D NrD N (4)er cr x j

where Dcr is the constitutive matrix defining the relation between the crack strain increment

Aecr and the crack stress increment As^ in the crack local coordinate system [3], i.e.,

As =D Ae (5)^cr er ^er ' V /

and N is the transformation matrix defined as

Ae„=NAetT. (6)

In the expression for the total energy increment in Eq. (2), the irreversible variable that has to be
considered in the stability analysis is the crack strain increment Ae^. The first and second

variations of the total energy increment with respect to this crack strain increment must be
obtained in order to get the equilibrium path and the stability condition of the equilibrium path.
Since the total energy increment is a functional of the crack strain increment function, the
calculus of variations is required. To avoid this difficulty, we introduce a crack displacement
increment vector Au,., defined as

Au Aue+Au„. (7)

where Au and Aue are the total displacement increment vector and the displacement increment

vector corresponding to the elastic strain, respectively.

Consider the i01 element in the finite element analysis. The element is assumed to be a cracked
element. Interpolate these three displacement increments from nodal quantities, i.e.,

Au NAU, Aue NAUe, Aucr=NA'Ucr, AU AU„+A'Ucr (8)

where AU is the nodal total displacement increment vector, AUC is the nodal displacement

increment vector corresponding to the elastic strain, and A'Ucr is the nodal crack displacement
increment vector. Here, N is the shape function matrix. Note that the superscript / for the 1th

element is necessary for the nodal crack displacement increment vector A'U^ because the nodal

crack displacement increments of the same node for different elements can be different. This is
natural because, in the smeared crack approach, cracking in each element is completely
independent of each other.

Computing strains from Eq. (7),. we obtain Eq. (1), i.e.,
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Ae Aee +A'zcr (9)

where

Ae =BAU, Aze BAUe, and A'ec, BA'Ucr (10)

in which B is the strain-displacement matrix.

Rewrite Eq. (2) as

At/ ij(Ae-A'eJrDe(Ae-A'ecr)^ + -jA'E^DCTAX/^-fAurAfc/F-j'AirAtoS (11)
2 y 2 v v s

which yields

AU -jAerDeAerfF--jA£rDcA'£cr</F--jA'£^DcAEü?F +
2r 2 v (12)

\JA's* D.A'bJV +1JA'b^D,A'8„rfT - JAurAfdV - JAurAtdS.
V 2 v

Substituting Eqs. (8) and (10) into Eq. (12), and applying the stationary condition ö(AU)=0
give

JßrDeBdV - JBTDeBdV
V V

-JVd.BdV JßrDcBrfF + jBTi)crBdV

AU 1 fjN7AMF+jNrAtü5S'l

«NT os
<13)

which is the element stiffness equation for the f* element. After assembling all element stiffness
equations and applying prescribed displacements and forces, the static condensation can be used

to remove the nodal total displacement increment from the obtained global matrix equation.
Therefore, the equation can be written in the following form, i.e.,

K AU =AR (14)er er er \ /

where Kcr and AR^ are the stiffness matrix and the right-hand-side force increment vector
after the static condensation.

It must be noted that Eq. (14) is a singular equation because AUCT contains the rigid-body crack

displacements. To avoid these rigid-body crack displacements, constraints to remove them must
be applied to the equation (see the next section). This leads to a modified equation, i.e.,

Kc,AÛcr=ARcr. (15)

The stability condition can be obtained by checking the eigenvalues of K^. If all the

eigenvalues are positive, it means the equilibrium is stable and there is no bifurcation.
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3. Results and Discussion

To show the validity of the method, a simple one-dimensional cracking localization problem is

considered. The problem is shown in Fig. 1. It is an axial bar with one fixed support. At the other
end, the displacement is controlled. The total length of the bar is 4L and the area is A. The
material is assumed to be elastic with Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio equal to E and 0,

respectively. The bar is discretized into 4 axial two-noded elements, each of which has the length
of L. Assume that there are two existing cracks in the elements 2 and 3. Further assume that the
ratio between the incremental transmitted axial stress and the incremental axial crack strain,

Act / Aecr, for the current incremental step is equal to H for both cracks.

The linear shape function is used for all elements. Therefore, for the elastic bar elements without
cracks 1 and 4, the element stiffness equations will be the normal ones. However, for the cracked
elements 2 and 3, the stiffness equations are written as

AE AE AE AE

L
AE

L
AE

L
AE

L
AE 'AU1 '

A'R1

L L L L AU" A'Rk
AE AE A(E +H) A(E + H) A 'Hi 0

L L L L A'Uk 0
AE AE A(E + H) A(E + H) _ cr

L L L L

where i 2, j 2,k 3 for element 2 and i 3, j 3, k 4 for element 3. The superscript

before a variable denotes the element number while the one after denotes the node number

Assembling all the element stiffness equations, applying the prescribed conditions and removing
the total displacement increment degrees of freedom by the static condensation give

A(E + 4H) A(E + 4H)
4L

A(E + 4H)
4L

AE
4L
AE
4L

4L
A(E + 4H)

4L
AE
4L

AE
4L

AE
4L
AE
4L

A(E + 4H)

AE
4L

AE
4L

A(E + 4H)
4L 4L

A(E + 4H) A(E + 4H)
4L 4L

A 2U2cr

A 2Ul
A3U3cr

A

AE A_An
4L

^Am"
4L
AE —An
4L

AE A-Am
4L
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As discussed earlier, the equation obtained above is singular due to the rigid-body crack

displacements. To constrain the rigid-body crack displacement, the crack displacements at the

centers of the cracked elements are set to zero. From the linear interpolation, we get

^«ÄQ) \^Ul+\^Ul =0, A\X*)=\^K+\^K =0. (18)

Using Eqs. (18) in Eq. (17) leads to

' A(E + 4H) AE
2L 2L
AE A(E + AH
2L 2L

The eigenvalues of the stiffness in Eq. (19) are used to obtain the stability of the equilibrium
state. The eigenvalues are equal to 2AH / L and A(E + 2H)/L. If H > 0, two eigenvalues are

positive and the equilibrium state is stable. This solution represents cases where hardening
behavior occurs after cracking. This kind of hardening behavior is unrealistic for quasi-brittle
materials. In this case, both cracks will open and there will be no localization. \ï -E/2<H <0,
one eigenvalue is negative and the equilibrium state is unstable. This solution represents cases
where softening behavior occurs after cracking. This softening behavior is common for quasi-
brittle materials. The result means that the solution with two opening cracks is unstable.

Actually, with further investigation, it can be shown that only one crack will open and the other
crack will close. This behavior represents the localization. If H < -E /2, both eigenvalues are
negative. This also corresponds to unstable equilibrium where both cracks will open in an
unstable manner. These results agree with those obtained by Brocca [1] who investigated the
same problem analytically.

A2Ul
A3U*

_ AE
2

cr 4L
4 AEtL

4L

Au

Au
(19)

4. Conclusion

The smeared crack approach can be used in the analysis of cracking localization by introducing
an appropriate discrete irreversible variable related to the crack strain. In this study, a crack
displacement variable is introduced in the smeared crack finite element analysis for this purpose.
The relationship between the proposed variable and the crack strain follows the ordinary strain-
displacement relationship. This newly introduced variable allows the consideration of stability of
equilibrium states and bifurcation. The scheme is tried with a simple axial problem. The results
obtained show promising capability of the method in analyzing problems with cracking
localization. Therefore, using the discrete crack finite element, which is not suitable for problems
with many cracks, in cracking localization problems can be avoided.
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